DMT DIGEST NO. 1
(1 Apr 83)
(3 pp. + 5 attached pp.>

A. New DIGEST Series
GPE has decided to begin a series of DIGESTS concerning developments of
interest to users of the Marchetti dilatometer test (DMT). We plan to
distribute these DIGESTS to those individuals and organizations that have
purchased DMT equipment from GPE. They will come out on a non-periodic basis,
as we consider appropriate.
These DIGESTS have the multiple purposes of
keeping you informed concerning: a> latest equipment developments, and new
ways to use the dilatometer; b) improvements in methods for data reduction of
DMTs; c> conferences, meetings,
etc. of interest to DMT users;
d)
encouraging uniformity in the conduct of and data reduction from DMTs; e>
providing a central point for users of the DMT to pass along experiences they
would like to share; f> new technical literature relating to the DMT and g>
to in general provide a vehicle for passing along news about the DMT.
Future DMT DIGESTS may refer to items in previous DIGESTS. We suggest
you keep
a seaarate
file
for
these
DIGESTS
for
easy
reference
and cross
--c----reference.

B. Change Calculation for K,, OCR (and therefore 0,.and cd)in Sands
Experience in sands has shown that the Marchetti correlations described
in his 1980 ASCE paper often did not provide reasonable estimates of K, and
OCR in sands. Dr. Schmertmann has developed a different procedure for
calculating these parameters in sands, a procedure anchored to the theoretical
calculation for the friction angle and the results from large calibration
chamber tests. The attached pp. l-l thru l-4 describe the revised approach
and present an example DMT sounding log using the revised data reduction
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replace the Marchettimethod.
We have incorporated the new procedure into a revised DMT data reduction
program for use on the HP-41CV and in FORTRAN for use on a VECTOR 3 system
(Microsoft Fortrancompiler). Previous purchasers of DMT equipment will
receive separately copies of this new program for the 41CV and instructions
for its use, We will also send you (no charge) a listing of th_e VECTOR
program if you request it.
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C. Driving Blade Alert
Evidence has accumulated to suggest that inserting the dilatometer by
driving it, as with the SPT hanrmer,may significantly distort the results in
soils sensitive to disturbance by vibrations.
We have observed this in a
coarse sand and gravel fill with relative densities about 50-60X, and in a
sensitive Canadian clayey silt. Both cases produced lower A-readings and
therefore lower KD and K, values when driving the DM blade compared to when
pushing it quasi-statically. The B-readings also decrease, but proportionally
less than for A. Usually ID, cu and M also decrease, but 0 increases. It
seems clear that when testing in soils potentially sensitive to vibration
disturbance that the engineer should check for the possible effects of driving
before allowing its use in such soils. In the above cases driving the DM
produced poor results and we made pushing mandatory.
On the other hand, the difference in DMT results between pushing and
driving the blade might prove of use in identifying those soils that have a
sensitivity to the effects of vibrations.
If you obtain driving vs. pushing DMT data and would like to share it
with other DMT users , please send enough information to GPE so that we can add
it to a list of drive and no-drive soil types/conditions for a future DMT
DIGEST.

D. Crushing Soil Alert
Recent testing in limerock soils in southern Florida and in unsaturated
loess soils in Bulgaria suggest that soils that have a structure that can
crush as a result of the insertion of the DM blade might produce poor results
when analyzed with the current correlations. The crushing behavior probably
reduces the lateral stresses that would otherwise occur, and thus reduces the
This seems to affect many of the analyses for engineering
A-reading.
properties in much the same manner as the C. effects of driving vibrations in
sensitive soils.
As with the driving vibration problem, the effect on the DMT results when
in crushable soils might prove of use in identifying such soils. For example,
Dr. Lutenegger of Geotechnical Test Systems, Inc., Ames, Iowa, has proposed in
a paper to the coming 18-20 May 83 "International Symposium of Soil and Rock
Testing" in Paris that a KD value below 1.4 indicates collapsible zones in
some Bulgarian loess deposits.
As with
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the driving

alert,

please

share

any crushable

soil DMT

experiences with GPE so that we can include your experience in a warning list
of crushable soil types/conditions in a future DMT DIGEST.

E. Edmonton Conference and Orlando Workshop
On 4 Feb 83 Mobile Augers Research Ltd., 5736 103A Street, Edmonton,
Alberta, T6H 255 Canada (ph: (404) 436-3960) sponsored a one day conference on
the DMT in Edmonton.
Over 60 people attended from the USA and Canada.
Contact Don Currie for any available reprint materials from this conference.
The University of Florida 3 day workshop on the dilatometer, piezocone and
self-boring pressuremeter took place from 16-18 March near Orlando and had 32
paid participants. During the workshop Schmertmann & Crapps made a 59 ft DMT
sounding and reduced the data by computer. The attached example pp. l-3 to
1-5 show the data from this workshop sounding.

F. Total Thrust Lop;Useful
The Schmertmann & Crapps DMT sounding experience suggests that only minor
rod friction develops in most DMT soundings going to depths of 60 ft or less.
This means that the DMT blade also acts as a penetrometer during its
insertion. Thus, the total thrust to advance the DM blade not only provides
data needed for the theoretical calculation for friction angle in sands using
the Schmertmann method, but the log of this thrust vs. depth can also provide
a useful adjunct to the interpretation of site stratigraphy. The attached
example p. 1-5 demonstrates this. We have found that this type of DMT
sounding log usually closely follows the pattern one would obtain at the same
location using the CPT log of qc vs. depth.

G. DMT Video Tapes Available
GPE has available 2 video tapes for rental use, at a nominal charge of
$10 per week. A 314" tape using the Sony system, 30 minute length, describes
the use of the DMT, through 30 ft of water from barges, in connection with the
geotechnical program for the Sunshine Skyway Bridge replacement across Tampa
Bay, Florida. A second l/2" tape, recorded by Mobile Augers Research Ltd. on
an RCA VR250 cassette, takes about 25 minutes. It describes the dilatometer
and its operation, with some example testing in the Edmonton area.

Editor
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REVISED PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING K, and OCR FROM DMTs
WITH ID > 1.2 AND WHICH INCORPORATE THE PENETRATION FORCE
MEASUREMENT TO PERMIT CALCULATING THE PLANE STRAIN FRICTION ANGLE:

The chamber tests in Figure 10 were not available to Marchetti at the time he
set up his correlation between K, and KD. He included sands in the
correlation because they seem to fit with the silts and clays
very limited data in sands. His correlation equation of K. = tK;f:";;a"s: had
0.61 shows that K, will increase as KD increases. However the chamber data
shows that for normally consolidated sands K, actually decreases as KD
increases dramatically with friction angle (relative density).
Thus, the
currently available chamber data (16 tests) clearly demonstrate the need for a
new K, and OCR analysis method in sands. The list below outlines this method
and links it to the separate friction angle determination.
In principle, the
friction angle depends primarily on density or relative density of the sand
and thus provides a parameter which permits the approximate separation of
density and prestress effects.

Step
1. Determine KD
2. Estimate a trial value of K,
3. Calculate d,, using the Durgunoglu and Mitchell theor $
4. Estimate d,x from approximate formula:
9ax = [pps - (pps - 32)/3].
If 9,, 5 32O, assume da, = dps.
5. Use equation (1
K 0’

) at the bottom of Figure

IO to calculate

6. Compare calculated K, with estimated K,
7. Iterate from Step 2 until the trial K, and the calculated
K, agree to within +/- 5% (adjustable).
8. Calculate OCR using the following modified Mayne and Kulhawy
equation: pi/sin $1 to (1/.8sin $1 from chamber testing
-7
OCR = [Ko/(l-sin~ax)](l/~~8sin
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